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once you get going, there are a few things you'll need to configure. the first is the
background music. try a nice song. one of your teammates will certainly tell you
how much it sucks. the clash of clans music is not annoying or irritating. it's just
nice background noise. to change the music, tap "music" at the bottom of the

screen. then tap "music settings" and scroll down. turn off distractions by changing
the "personal notifications" setting. it's located in the same music settings screen.

that will prevent in-game alerts, the little i've experienced, from taking your
attention away from what you're doing. notifications also let you know when your
battle friend has joined a clan war and when you win a clash. if you don't like the

settings, you can find the same controls in game. tap the "screen" icon at the
bottom of the game screen. once you've got clash of clans figured out, you may

want to consider setting up a clan. head to the "clans" section of the interface and
tap the "make clan" button at the top of the screen. you'll see two sections of the
clan application. the most important aspect of the first step is naming your clan.
this should be something that is either obviously related to the game or the team
you play for, or both. if you're a pro clan and you're playing in tournaments, you

should also be a registered business. this means you have to do a thorough
background check on those who are going to join your team. this is particularly

important when you're casting on behalf of a team. the second group of people in
clan wars is your teammates. if you're not familiar with who you're supposed to play
with, you can tap the "search for clash of clans" button at the bottom left corner of
the screen. this will show you the names of available teammates. tap one to add

them to your team.
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but if youve never played clash
of clans before, everything is
pretty much new. don't worry.
we'll help you. right after you
download the clash of clans
unlocked box, do just one

thing; read the tutorial. every
aspect of the game will be

explained, from setting up your
first village to your very first

action as a claster (or whatever
youd like to call yourself).

prepare yourself for a living,
brainless game of thrones.

clash of clans is a great game
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to play. it's full of player-versus-
player battles and invasions.

each player starts with a small
town that is slowly expanded

as new plots are built. the
game has in-app purchases for

premium currency, but does
not require you to buy anything
to have fun while playing. "an

absolute triumph of game
design that is at once as

addictive as it is easy to pick
up, and deep to master." -

148apps.com this is an
excellent game. i've only

played it for a couple of hours,
but i love it already. sometimes
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its hard to get started, but
once you get it going you'll

have a blast. in this game you
are building a village and
trying to defend it against

attacks. this game has a lot of
depth, and will keep you

entertained for a long time. it is
entertaining to watch your
village grow from a small
cluster of huts to a large
fortified village. there are

several town buildings that
allow you to help defend your
village. each of these buildings

can be upgraded and has
several upgrades to allow you
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to build even more powerful
weapons to defend your

village. clash of clans is a great
game to play its full of player-

versus-player battles and
invasions. each player starts

with a small town that is slowly
expanded as new plots are
built. the game has in-app

purchases for premium
currency but does not require
you to buy anything to have

fun while playing. if youre into
clash of clans, why not take it
to the next level? defend your

village and be the head honcho
for every new game. if you like
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building, base-building,
upgrading and upgrading your

tower and town equipment,
this is the game for you.
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